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A Message from the Head
No matter how many years I have been working with international pupils, I am always struck by
the deep friendships created in our international community within such a short space of time.
Nowhere was this more apparent than in our final assembly of the term when we said goodbye to
three girls who returned to their homelands after their short but very intensive time at The Mount,
Mill Hill International: Lilie lambert, Argentine Rocca and Maxine Magener. In the speeches given
by staff and pupils, as we bade our farewells to the girls, I was moved by the impact they had all
made on our community in their brief time with us. When we look back on our time at school, it is
usually the friendships we remember most; here is no exception.
It is certainly a true adage that the more you put in, the more you get out of life. I am pleased to verify that this
has been taken on board by our pupils and it is particularly impressive to see this in those staying for a short
while, committing to take part in a House Music competition or representing the House in a Cross Country
Running Competition. Global trends would have us think that the world is leading in a different direction: a fast
food population, with instant information, leading to a shorter attention span with expectations of nothing
lasting for long. It is therefore all the more gratifying to see that what matters to our pupils is quite the opposite
and that they are building long-lasting friendships. Interestingly, the most popular activities at our school are the
cookery clubs. Making food in slow time and sharing the fruits of their labour with others clearly matters to our
pupils.
At the start of the school year, I asked our pupils to think about how they might develop important ‘ABC’
characteristics as learners at The Mount, Mill Hill International: how they might become Altruistic, Brave and
Curious both within and beyond the curriculum. As you read this autumn’s newsletter, I am proud to say that
you will find plenty of examples of each of these.
Here’s wishing you all a happy festive holiday and I look forward to seeing you all the New Year.

Staff Update
We were honoured to welcome seven new teachers to MMHI in
September 2018 as well as one teacher who joined us in January
2018.
From left to right: Floridian native, Ms Isabelle Delatour joins the
English department. She tutors the pupils on the Fast Track Course and
has quickly established herself as a resident cookery enthusiast.
Ms Tara McInerney joins us to teach Design and Technology. Tara
previously taught in Berlin and in her free time she designs and
sells her own jewellery.
Ms Sharon Langrish joins us as Teacher of Biology and she has also
taken up the role of Pastoral Coordinator. Having previously
taught in a large state school in the Borough of Camden, Ms Langrish
brings with her much experience of pastoral tracking and monitoring.
She leads the Student Council and has contributed to many
assemblies this term.
Mr Ryan Raymond joins us as a newly-qualified Mathematics teacher working part-time. He is completing
his NQT induction this year and he is also supporting Year 11 Mathematics lessons at Mill Hill School where
he also completed one of this training placements. Mr Raymond loves chess and Music; in fact, he is a
keen musician and music producer in his free time.
Next in the photo is Dr Nathan Mahlmeister who teaches Physics. Dr Mahlmeister actually joined us in
January 2018 having trained as a teacher via the Researchers in Schools programme. Dr Mahlmeister
achieved some of the School's best IGCSE results in 2018 and he is completing the final two terms of his
NQT induction this year. A keen fencer, Dr Mahlmeister has been instrumental in the introduction of this
activity at MMHI this term.
Mr Steve Evans joins us from Watford Grammar School for Girls. Mr Evans teaches Computer Science
and Mathematics. He has also thrown himself into School life, tutoring Year 11 pupils and participating
in Raspberry Pi, Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme and chess club.
Ms Frances Donnelly also joins the English department, teaching both English language and literature.
Scottish born, Ms Donnelly has quickly established herself as one of the School's friendliest and most
supportive teachers. This year she tutors pupils in Years 9 and 10 and she promotes all things related
to reading and literature. In addition she is a fan of all things related to Japan, having previously lived there,
and she recently held a highly successful sushi evening in Burton Bank.
Ms Eileen McDonagh joins us as a Geography, Business Studies and Humanities teacher. An
experienced teacher trainer, she has also taken on the role of Teaching and Learning Coordinator and
this term has delivered a number of continuous professional development sessions to the teachers at
MMHI. She is also supporting the induction and training of our newly qualified teachers.
We are delighted to welcome these wonderful teachers to MMHI and hope that they will enjoy their time
teaching here.
Ms Proudlove
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New Courses
From September this year, we have begun offering
two new courses at The Mount, Mill Hill International:
a Two Year GCSE course and a Fast Track course.
The Two Year GCSE allows pupils to follow a
traditional programme of academic subjects,
including sciences and humanities as well as English.
The intensive Fast Track course is designed for pupils
to make quick progress in English within a small class
environment. The emphasis has been on developing
pupils’ confidence in the four main skills of English as
well as preparing them for their future IELTS
examinations. Pupils have also had the opportunity to
study Mathematics, IT and creative arts as well as
participate fully in the sport and co-curricular
programme within the Foundation.
Mr Pritchett

Summer School Update
Over 130 students from more than 25 countries
joined us for our Summer School programme this
year, and what a fun time they had!
Our excursion programme took them to London,
Oxford, Brighton, Cambridge, Warwick Castle,
Stratford and last, but by no means least, the nearby
Harry Potter Studios Tour. Creative Arts classes
covered topics such as the Mexican ‘Day of the Dead’
model making, Scottish Dancing, Animation and
Pointillism. Intensive Academic students focussed on
strategy, reasoning and creating Mathematical art
puzzles. Interactive and communicative English
classes saw students producing podcasts, magazines
and films, and creating guidebooks to England.
If that was not enough, our activity leaders planned
and prepared a fantastic mix of both sporting and
non-sporting evening activities to round off the day
before everyone fell tiredly into bed, dreaming of
what fun and learning lay in store for them the next
day. Many of them are already looking forward to
coming back next year! For further details on
Summer School 2019, please contact me: Emma
Jennings,
Summer
School
Director:
director@millhillsummer.school
Ms Jennings
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Student Council Update
Anyone associated with The Mount, Mill Hill International will know that a central part of a school life is
the Student Council. Each year the student body democratically appoints representatives who will
shape and influence the schools' ethos; students' voice is at the heart of learning and school life.
The Mount, Mill Hill International Student Council is a group of pupils elected by peers to participate in
designated areas of School government. All pupils are welcome to attend the council meetings. The
Student Council comprises of two representatives from each Tutor Group, and are designated with the
responsibility of attending regular meetings, raising their Tutor Groups’ points of view and opinions.
The MMHI Student Council executive committee members
each
have
specific
responsibilities. Each committee member has been elected by the Student Council body.

roles

and

Generally, the Student Council participates in the planning of School events such as the Leavers' Ball and
charitable events. They also assist in the administration of events for local and national initiatives such as
Anti-Bullying Week. Student Council members bring ideas, requests, and feedback to the meetings and a
democratic process is used to give pupils a voice and make decisions in creating a year-long calendar.
Pupils who participate in the Student Council, under the supervision of a teacher or administrator, learn
about the democratic process, civic responsibility, leadership, problem solving, and teamwork.
The Student Council has instigated several ideas this term including: improving the quantity and quality of
prep work, fundraising for charities, introducing a paper recycling scheme and improving the Common
Room. Student Council meetings are vibrant, diverse and spirited; it is very clear our pupils have a strong
sense of duty and commitment and will participate in creating meaningful changes this academic year.
Ms Langrish
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Christmas Card Competition
The annual Christmas Card Competition was launched
well in advance of Christmas, giving time for the Art
Department to short list the winning card, which has now gone
to print!
The winning submission was created by one of our creative
Year 9 pupils, Emily Liang. The project was launched as a
collaboration between the D&T and Art Departments. First, the
images were collaged together from photographs taken on the
School grounds during an Art lesson. In a D&T lesson pupils
worked on their scanned collage in Photoshop to add filters and
creative edits. Emily's was the outright winner for producing
such a creative festive card.
Ms Moss

Anti-Bullying Week

Anti-Bullying Week (12-19 November) is an annual campaign organised by the Anti-Bullying Alliance. We mark
this every year at The Mount, Mill Hill International but this year it was bigger and better than ever. The focus
of the 2018 campaign was “Choose Respect”, recognising that bullying is a behaviour choice and that we do
not have to be best friends or to always agree with each other but that we can learn to show each other
respect both face-to-face and online. In our multi-cultural school this is a key message: we are all different
but we are all equal.
The week started with our School Assembly in which Mr Andreas Michael, teacher of Business Studies, gave
a thought-provoking assembly on the unseen effects of bullying and the impact that bullying can have on our
emotional wellbeing and our self-esteem. In PSHE, pupils of all ages produced an anti-bullying poster and
leaflet, focusing on “Stop Speak Support” which aims to draw attention to fighting cyberbullying, giving
young people the strengthen to speak up if one of their friends or someone they know becomes a victim of
bullying online.
Throughout the week, each Tutor Group took place in a
lunchtime pledge workshop, making a promise to choose
respect, show kindness to others and to speak up against
bullying behaviours in our school and wider community.
These colourful pledges now decorate our pupil common
room as a constant reminder of the promises made. Tutorials
also centred on the anti-bullying message. During our “Drop
Everything and Read” (DEAR) sessions we read and
discussed an extract from A Monster Calls in which the
protagonist, Conor, is bullied at school and we explored
anti-bullying poetry and rap. Wednesday 14 November was
“Odd Socks Day” and we all adorned our odd socks to
highlight our commitment to respect. We also held a bake
sale, selling cakes baked by our pupils. We raised over £100 for the Anti-bullying Alliance.
Thanks go to Ms Emma Moustafa, teacher of PSHE and Ms Sharon Langrish, Pastoral Coordinator, for
organising this year’s events.
Ms Proudlove
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Sports Roundup
Cross Country
Representing the Boarders House, pupils raced to
complete a 1.7 mile course which traversed the
wonderful green scenery of the Mill Hill School
Foundation’s 160-acre site. Trailing footpaths, woods
and sports fields, pupils ran knowing that every place
counted in the overall house standings.

Rugby
A number of pupils have represented Mill Hill School
in rugby matches this season. A special well done to
Otto Ozer, who was named the U14 B team’s Most
Improved Player. All pupils commit to games and
training sessions during the week, with matches
played on Saturday.

Conditions were reasonable, although some rain
shortly before the event made the ground a little
slippery. As such, pupils were really required to dig in
to be near the front of the finishers.

U14 – Otto Ozer
U15 – Fayzulla Shamsiev; Juno Chen

The most impressive MMHI performance was
by Maxine Magener, who stormed to victory in
the senior girls’ event, winning by a huge margin!

Volleyball
Well done to Derin Kemer, who is among many of our
pupils who regularly attend the volleyball activity.
She represented the Mill Hill School team in the
National Cup this term.

Basketball
Congratulations to Yong Zheng, who has attended
the basketball activity this term and regularly
represented the successful Mill Hill School team.
Yong has been a great addition to the team for this
year.

Table Tennis
A regular attendee at the table tennis activity,
Yoshiaki Shiokawa was selected for the Mill Hill
School table tennis team who won the recent North
London Schools' Table Tennis Championships in
Enfield. They have qualified for the London Schools'
Championship next term. Yoshi played without losing
a game in the entire afternoon!
Mr Bedford
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Co-Curricular Activities

STEM Club
The idea that materials are integral to the success of
all civilisations is not a new one. Materials take many
forms and have many uses which are varied and
always changing.

This term pupils in the STEM Club at MMHI have been
investigating the properties of several materials by
considering how useful they are in a number of
situations. They have explored the viability of
tempered chocolate as a construction material, the
malleability of glass at high temperatures and the
elastic qualities of slime. They have also begun to
design the prototype of a mechanical hand using
everyday materials such as cardboard, straws and
string.
Dr Biswas

Horse Riding
The London Equestrian Centre is set in 34 acres of
its own green belt land overlooking the
Totteridge Valley. It is staffed by a highly
experienced
and
knowledgeable team who
provide tailored lessons to our pupils. They cater
for all abilities from absolute beginners to more
experienced riders. This term pupils have learnt
to get in and out of the saddle, how to hold the reins,
how to place their feet in the stirrups and the ideal
body position to have in the saddle.
Mr Michael
Fencing
This term we have been able to run a fencing activity
for the first time. The historic Olympic sport, focusing
on swordsmanship and self-defence, has been
brought to The Mount, Mill Hill International
by the London Fencing Club, whose coach Virgile
has been working with a group of our pupils on a
weekly basis. Pupils have learned a variety of
attacking and defensive skills, as well as
developing fencing-specific fitness, with a focus
on agility and footwork. Pupils are provided with full
protective dress, which means they can engage in
quite high-intensity and competitive duelling!
The activity continues next term and is open to
new sign-ups.
Mr Bedford
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Co-Curricular Activities

Cookery
This term Ms Donnelly, Ms Delatour and Ms Langrish
have been running the Year 9 and 10 cookery club
every Thursday after school.
Initially, pupils found the challenges of the kitchen
routine difficult. Plenty of hand washing and cleaning
up seemed to take up most of the time. The teachers
have been impressed with the speed at which our
pupils have settled into this routine and are now
cooking with flourish.
They have enjoyed the challenges of baking for the
first time. There were the occasional disasters such
as adding icing sugar instead of flour to the
Chocolate Brownies or not quite measuring the flour
correctly when making pizza dough but the group
have gone from strength to strength.
The year started with Margarita Pizza, Lemon Drizzle
Cake and Chocolate Brownies. The Vanilla Cheese
Cake was a delight and teachers were so impressed
by the skill shown in rolling the Temaki Sushi.
We would like to thank the pupils for being altruistic
and making cupcakes for the Bake Sale in aid of Anti
Bullying. What a wonderful group of young chefs and
we look forward to working with you next term.
Ms Donnelly

Raspberry Pi Club

September 2018 saw the start of our new Raspberry Pi and Electronics club at
The Mount. As yet it is early days and we are still setting up and seeking new
members. So far we have worked on several projects. Yoshiaki Shiokawa (Year
11) is working on an ultrasonic
distance sensor which
has
proven
successful
so
far.
Alessandro D’Aloia (Year 9) is
working on an environment
monitor which measure light,
temperature and atmospheric
gas levels. The club has also built
several
electronic
binary
counters and light sequencers
using 74 series logic circuits.

Mr Evans
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Enrichment

Social Innovation
This term saw the launch of the Social
Innovation enrichment activity, providing nine
Year 11 pupils with the chance to engage with
their community through a lens of innovation
and creativity. During the first half term, the
pupils ran through a rapid design thinking
process to tackle the issues of food waste.
The pupils interviewed Natalie, the School
Chef to discover more around the issue of food
waste in the School. They defined their
focus and developed potential solutions
ranging from setting up a weekly ordering
system to an in-House compost. Through
exploring the problem of food waste, the
pupils developed a greater appreciation of the complexity of real world problems, and the need to explore
issues from a number of angles.
Keen to engage with the wider Mill Hill community, the pupils returned from half term to look into the
issues around healthy aging. The group first researched 3 themes in aging: music and mental health,
footwear and mobility, and nutrition. Each of these topics were then explored further through interactive
sessions with key community members. First, we invited Mill Hill Community Member Chris Wong to train
them on the ‘Playlist for life’, an initiative that uses music to engage those living with dementia. The pupils
were invited to develop playlists of their own lives, as well as older members of their family. The pupils
then explored the potential benefits and disadvantages of running barefoot in a session run by two
Biomechanical engineering students from Queen Mary’s, University of London. Using equipment to
measure their stride frequency and range of motion of their legs, the pupils ran some tests to conclude
that using trainers may be more harmful than running barefoot. Finally, Graham Clark from Age UK
engaged the pupils in thoughtful discussion around how to best support access to healthy nutrition for
the elderly. While pupils made Irish Soda Bread, he shared his experiences from managing a care home
kitchen to running cookery classes for elderly men.
The pupils will be taking these experiences and learnings on to next term where they will be linking up with
the elderly in our community. They will use the ‘Playlist for life’ approach to capture their stories,
before developing a personalised creative display of their life journeys.
Ms Bahoshy
Design and Technology: Workshop Skills
Design and Technology enrichment is an opportunity for students to
further develop skills used in the subject such as sketching, using CAD
(Computer Aided Design), and creating prototypes using a number of
different modelling materials. It also provides the chance to look more
deeply at the science behind materials such as wood and plastic, and
how they are used industrially to make products.
Ms McInerney
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Working with AgeUK
We have had a very successful term running 'Digital
Learning' sessions at The Mount, Mill Hill International
for the elderly in our community as part of our charity
support for AgeUK. The pupils have thoroughly
enjoyed teaching our elderly neighbours to use basic
functions on their laptops and phones such
as Google search, composing an email and even
booking flights. It has been very pleasing to see how
patient and respectful our pupils are and I would like
to give special thanks to: Harry Leong, Hugo Xu,
Danylo Shcherbyna, Angel Ma, Yoshiaki Shiokawa,
Saya Itemgenova, Ellen Baumring-Gledhill, Eleanor
Deardon, Kabir Aujla, Maia Benham and William Orme
for their dedication to Age UK this term. It is clear
that our elderly guests are very grateful for their
help and, as with all good charity work, the mutual
benefit of giving is a salutary reminder of how we
grow as a community, when altruism is our primary
focus.
Ms Moustafa

A Politician in the Making
Staff and pupils were spellbound in Monday’s
Assembly when Year 11 pupil, Ahmadou Kaba, gave
an impressive speech. Pupils of Ms Proudlove’s
English class were tasked with preparing a speech on
something about which they felt strongly and
Ahmadou gave a thought-provoking speech about
why pupils should be allowed the freedom of
choosing to participate in co-curricular clubs. The
speech was awe-inspiring and had the hallmarks of
what great speeches in history have done: challenge
popular-held beliefs, engage the audience with
robust rhetoric and deliver a powerful message.
Watching and listening to Ahmadou as he presented
his argument in a most compelling manner, I could
picture him in years to come addressing a much
wider audience, such was his confident delivery. A
politician in the making.
Ms Bellotti
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Outings and Activities

School of Rock
On Thursday 6th December, MMHI went to the theatre to see The School of Rock. This was an exciting
show and we were very impressed with the talent on stage and many pupils couldn't believe that
the young performers were actually playing themselves. The music was incredibly catchy and we
were all singing “Stick it to the man” by the end! It was a really nice outing into the centre and we were
lucky to be able to catch a glimpse of the beautiful Christmas lights lining the streets of London.
Ms Derry

Residential Trip to PGL Bawdsey Manor
The entire School set off to a beautiful PGL adventure
holiday centre at Bawdsey Manor, in Suffolk. Bawdsey
Manor is a remarkable Grade II listed, private site, sitting
in 144 acres of parkland and woodland and facing directly
onto the beautiful Suffolk coastline, at the mouth of the
River Deben. Steeped in history, it has a substantial main
house that is said to resemble the Queen's residence at
Sandringham and a host of other listed buildings and
gardens throughout the property.
Unfortunately the weather was not kind. It was cold,
windy and wet; despite these hostile conditions, pupils
developed new friendships, confidence and self-esteem,
thereby improving their health and well-being. Our pupils engaged in a wide range of diverse and exciting
activities such as archery, climbing, coastal walks
and giant swing (which was a group favourite).
There is no better reward for a teacher than a pupil’s
beaming face glowing with pride having overcome
a personal challenge, or seeing pupils previously
struggling to communicate with another huddled
closely together working on climbing a huge
climbing frame.
The essence of the trip can be best described by the
pupils themselves “be brave and face the fear.”
Ms Langrish
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Outings and Activities

Christmas Concert
To end the term, the School held its annual Christmas Concert featuring performances from the MMHI
Singers, Years 9, 10, 11 and Fast Track Music pupils – and even Ms Bellotti!
The concert kicked off with a toe-tapping Jingle
Bell Rock featuring Yuyao Lin on lead vocals. This
was followed by Fast Track Musicians
performing Shake It Off by Taylor Swift on the
Ukuleles. Argentine Rocca and Dana Kulbayeva
then performed a beautiful duet of Hero. The
next performance featured all of Year 9, Ukulele
Club and MMHI Singers, performing their own
version of Happy Xmas, War is Over by John
Lennon. This was followed by a festive rendition
of The 12 Days of Christmas featuring the whole
School! At the end of the concert we all enjoyed
a delicious, traditional Christmas Lunch.
Giving Tuesday
Following the mania of Black Friday,
pupils spent Giving Tuesday considering
the importance of charity. Having already
participated in a series of activities and
fundraisers supporting charities such as
AgeUK and Anti- Bullying Alliance, pupils
selected a charity close to their hearts and
created a bauble to decorate the School's
Christmas Tree. The baubles reflected the
pupils' concern for a range of issues such
as wild life preservation and water
sanitation. It was a lovely way to start the
holiday season as it highlighted the importance of giving rather than receiving.

Ms Derry

Ms Delatour
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